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TAME MEASURES ON CERTAIN COMPACT SETS

HSUAN-PEI LEE

Abstract. A finite complex Borel measure |iona compact subset X c C is called

tame if there exist finite measures ot, . . ., an on X with

/♦*-/   ¿£*,JX JX   l   dzj

for every <j, e C¿°(C). We define XT = {(z,, zj: |z,|2 + |z2|2 = 1 and z, e 7"),

where T is a compact subset of {\zx\ < 1} in C'. It is shown in this paper that tame

measures form a weak-* dense subset of Ä(A,7.)X. It follows then, with the help of a

theorem by Weinstock, that R(XT) is a local algebra.

Let X be a compact set in C. C(X) is the algebra of all continuous functions on

X. R0(X) is the algebra of all rational functions P/Q on C with P, Q polynomials

and Q ¥= 0 on X. R(X) is the uniform closure of R0(X) in C(X).

It is a well-known consequence of Cauchy-Green formula that if ii is a complex

Borel measure with compact support X c C1, then

/♦*--¿/t(/?^7*(f))*A* (1)

holds for every <f> G C0°°(C). It follows that ft is an orthogonal measure for R(X) iff

ß-fjZ^MS) (2)
is supported on X, or, equivalently, the measure ß(z)dz /\ dz is supported on X.

This gives a description of orthogonal measures for R(X) where X G C. While no

general description for measures on X c C", n > 1, orthogonal to R(X) is avail-

able, we introduce the following definition.

Definition. Let X be a compact set in C. A finite complex Borel measure is

tame if there exist finite measures ax, . . . , o„ on X with

f * dp = [ 2 ~r doj   for every * G C¿°(C). (.)
•'Jf •'A'   1     OZ^

(1) and (2) now imply that for X c C a measure ft on X is orthogonal to T^A*) iff

/i is tame.

Let JicCbe fixed. Suppose that a tame measure ft exists on X with ft ^ 0. If

<t> G R0(X) then d<¡>/dzj EOonI for ally. So by (*) Jx<¡> dp = 0. It follows that

ft _L R(X) and hence R(X) =£ C(X). Thus the existence of tame measures imply that

R(X) ¥= C(X).
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In this paper, we restrict ourselves to subsets of 37? = {(z,, z2): |z,|2 + |z2|2 = 1}

which have the form XT = {(z,, z2) G dB: z, G T} where T is a compact subset of

(|z,| < 1} in C. We study orthogonal measures for R(XT) and problems related to

these measures.

Basener [1] has constructed a compact subset XT (which has the above stated

form) of dB such that XT is rationally convex, yet R(XT) ¥= C(XT). In the follow-

ing, we will construct an ample family of tame measures for R(XT), provided that

R(T) =£ C(T). In fact, they form a weak-* dense set of R(XT)-L. This gives an

alternative explanation why R(XT) ^ C(XT). Moreover, the weak-* density along

with a theorem of Weinstock [2] lead to the conclusion that T^A^) is a local

algebra. I.e., if { Ua} is a finite open covering of XT and if / G C(XT) is such that

f\xTnua 's m R(XT n Ua), for all a, then / G R(XT). The main results may be

stated as follows.

Theorem 1. Assume that R(T) =£ C(T). Then the set of tame measures on XT is

weak-* dense in the set of all orthogonal measures to R(XT) on XT.

Theorem 2. Let <b be a smooth function with 3¿>/9z, = 0 on XT, i = 1,2. Then

<b E R(XT).

Theorem 3. R(XT) is a local algebra.

Notations.

B= {(zx,z2): |z,|2-l-|z2|2< 1},

35= {(zx,z2): |z,|2+|z2|2= 1},

A = {z, G C: |z,|< 1},

XT = {(zx, z2) E dB, z, G T)    where T is a compact subset of A,

TZi = {(zx,(\-zxzx)X/2e'0):-TT<9<Tr}.

Let ¿> be any smooth function in a neighborhood of XT. Let <j> denote the

composite ¿> ° p where p is the map from (|z,| < 1) X [ — tt, it] to 35 defined by

p(zx, 9) = (zx, (1 - zxzx)x/2e'e). For each fixed z, G T, <¡> has the following Fourier

expansion on Tz :

<b(zx, z2) = ¿(z„ 9) = 2 *n(zx)eM,       z2 - (1 - zxzx)X/2eie,
— 00

where

*n(*i)-ffai,t)e-ln'£;

is the nth Fourier coefficient of <i>(z,, 9).

It is well known that

(i) <t>„(zx) is smooth in z,,

(ii) if n ¥* 0, |d>„(z,)| < M/n3 for all z, G T where M is a constant depending on

¿>.
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Theorem 1. Assume that R(T) =£ C(T). Then the set of tame measures on X is

weak-* dense in the set R(XT)± of all measures on XT orthogonal to R(XT).

Proof. Let v be a nonzero orthogonal measure for R(T). Consider the linear

functional which assigns to each / in C(XT) the value

Since T is a compact subset of A, we have XT n {z2 = 0} = d>. Hence the above is

well defined. It is easy to see that this linear functional is continuous, therefore it

defines a measure ft on XT, i.e.

ffdp =fij-fr A*» z^~\ *<*i)   for a»/ G C{XT). (**)

Assertion, ft is tame.

Let <b G C0°°(C2),

Sx^d^=¡[hST^z-Z2)^)dv{Zx)

= (<b0(zx)di>(zx)

2iri
1 (^*(£,)#, A«,    by(l).

J a?,

Assume the following lemma which will be proved later.

Lemma.

9^0 _ / _9jf>_ _ J2 fty_

of, "Uí,      ^   3f2/0

the zeroth Fourier coefficient of 9<i>/9f, — (f i/^X"^/^)-

We get that

f**-~/(ií--"|L4\#(r1)*1A4f1

277/Í J       277/ irt
si

8<#»    í,  a<¡» \ d\2

3f, r2   3?2 r2
*tt,) #, A div

Let a, be the measure on 95 such that for/in C(97i),

ff(zx, z2) Ä, = J-LÍJT /(z„ *2)^W,) ̂ . A dzx

and let a2 = -(zx/z2)ax.

(3)
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m

Again, the above definitions are legitimate, for, v±R(T) implies that v(zx) = 0

outside T. This also shows that o„ o2 are supported on XT. To sum up, we have

shown that for any <p G C0°°(C2),

3</>   j        f H ~>2
/**"/ai:*,+/a¡:*a3Z| J  dz2

where a,'s are supported on XT. Hence p is tame, p is not a zero measure because

Jf(zx) d¡x = jf(zx) dv for all/in C(C') and v is nonzero by hypothesis.

We note that if p is a tame measure on X c C, then /p is also tame for smooth

function / with 3//3z, = 0 on X, i = 1, . . . , n. In particular, if p is as in (**), the

measures z2mp, m = ±1, ±2, . . ., are all tame. Let S = [z2¡i: there is a nonzero

orthogonal measure v for R(T) such that p is defined by (**), m =

0, ±1, ±2,...}.

We will show that

"If / in  C(XT) is such that / is annihilated by all elements

inS, then/isinTvLYy.)." (#)

Let 2"0O/„(z1)<?"*' be the "formal" Fourier expansion for/(z„ 9) = / ° p(zx, 9) =

f(zx, z2) on Tz¡. Let Oj(zx, z2) = o,.(z,, 9) be the /th Cesàro mean for /. It is a

straightforward generalization of Fourier series theory on the circle that a, con-

verges uniformly to/on XT. So, in order to show/ G R(XT), we need only to show

o/s in R(XT) for all/. Fix z2mp in 5,

M + -íihfr*» Z1)ZT^) MZl)

0, j <\m\,

= ■ j -\m\+lT^ f/-m(^)(i - ^,)m/2<M*i). i >|«|
7 •'r

As / -» oo, fojZ2 dfi -^ \fz2 d[i = 0 by hypothesis, while the right hand side ap-

proaches /r/_m(z,)(l - zxzxy'2 dv(zx). So, we get ¡TS-m(zx)(\ - zxzx)m'2 dv(zx) =

0 for all v in 7?(T)X. Therefore,/_m(z,)(l - zxzx)m/2 = h_m(zx) for some h_m(zx)

in 7v(T). And

oj(zx,z2) = \ 2    2 AU,)e'w

= 72      2   \(-,)(l - zxzx)k/1eM
J   n = 0   k=-n

= - 2    2 ««X
-/   n = 0   k=-n

is in T^AY). So is/.

We can now assert that the linear span of S is weak-* dense in R(XT)±. For, if

not, then there exists g in C(XT) such that g annihilates S as well as its linear span,
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yet fgdr¥=0 for some t G R(XT)± which is not in the span of S. By (#), g is in

R(XT). Hence ¡g dr = 0, a contradiction. So the linear span of S is weak-* dense

in R(XT)±.    Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma.

dfto      _9_

9f,    ai,
„♦«-os

9<i>     a<i> fi
e* +  8*

-?i

3f.    a^2 2(1 - f.f,)172      3& 2(1 - r.f.)¡r\'/2

dt
(4)

On the other hand,

f -1 §+11 - '&o - «.>'/v' - «5-0 - «'>,/v*-'/2„'< _   ;Í*

af2

So,

"' 9' (i-W/2 + 3f/  '

3<j>     ,., = j_ 3r>   _1_

Substituting the above into (4), we get

a<j>o

3f,

3r> 1

3f,       2'    1 - ?,?, 3/
■fi

?\>/2

/•Wjty    ̂  jty     ~M <ft ̂ / a¿.        fi     9rj>

J-J af       af      £2   J2w      \9f-       r2   9?-Jo

2tt

-\ 3?,      3f2

The term f(d$/dt)(dt/2<ir) = 0, since, on Tf|, 9r>/9i = 2 ~_ _«,(/>!>?>,, *"" has no

constant term.    Q.E.D.

It is an immediate consequence of (#) that we have

Theorem 2. Let § be a smooth function with d<b/dz¡ = 0 on XT, i = 1,2. Then

¿> G R(XT).

Proof. Since <f> is annihilated by all elements of 5 so by (#) </> G R(XT).

Q.E.D.
Next, we state a theorem about tame measures in general which is derived from

the proof of a theorem due to Weinstock [2, Theorem 1.4].

Theorem (Weinstock). Let X be a compact subset of C. If ft is a tame measure

on X and {Ua}f is a finite open covering of X, then there exist fta orthogonal

measures for R(X n Ua), where each ¡ia has its support contained in X n Ua, and

ft = 2f fta.
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Proof. Let {o-,}"=1 be measures supported on X, such that p = — 2"_| 3o,/3z,.

Let {¿>a} be a smooth partition of unity subordinate to {Ua) satisfying

(i) 0 < <ba < 1 and supp <ba c Ua,

(ii) 2f <>„ = 1.
Then,

'--,?, U{ .44)
, = 1     o     OZ¡ ,= i     a OZj

a       i     ÓZj a i    dz,-

= -2{-2|p + <^

=  2 Ma'      Where Ma  =   -   2     -^a,   + 4>„P-
,= 1      02/

To show that pa J. R(X n ¿7), for any g E R0(X n ¿7a),

r "     /•    3<f> r
J 8 dK = - 2 J 27^ ¿a< + J **« *

,= !-'     3z,. ,= 17      3z,.

--t/A^ + 1/A^^A..y,

So pa annihilates 7?0(A n t/a), hence will annihilate its closure T^A" n Ua). Since

supp pa c supp <ba n supp p; we have that supp pa c X n C/a and the theorem is

proved.    Q.E.D.

With the help of (#) and the above theorem we can now assert that R(XT) is a

local algebra.

Theorem 3. Let {Ua} be a finite open covering of XT. Let f G C(XT) be such that

the restriction of f to XT n Ua is in R(XT n Ua) for all a. Then f is in R(XT).

Proof. Let S be as in Theorem 1. For any p G S, p is tame by Theorem 1. It

follows from the above theorem that there exist p0's such that supp pa c XT n Ua,

pa ± R(XT n Ua) and 2 p« = p. Hence, by hypothesis,

JXT a JxTnUa'XT

f is annihilated by S, and/is then in R(XT) by (#).   Q.E.D.
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